The Beja Tribes of the Red Sea Hinterland
in making friends with foreigners and adapting himself to
an alien environment.    His aloofness, which even acute
observers mistake for sullenjiess, is compounded neither
of fear nor of self-consciousness.    It is an individualist
trait born partly of incuria and partly of centuries of
mountain life.    He is bored with strangers rather than
actively xenophobe.    The Arabian desert breeds a clannish
sociability, which even among the austere Wahhabis of
Nejd, draws tribesmen nightly together to sing or bicker
or gossip over the endless coffee-cups.    But the Red Sea
hillmen, except the Beni Amer, dislike big encampments :
their houses,  built of   " birsh"  matting stretched  over
curved poles, are usually sited alone or in twos and threes
up the feeder-khors  of the  main  wadis :   the trekking
District Commissioner nearly always  comes upon them
round a coiner :   the aeroplane overhead ajid the passing
stranger on the ground alike hardly elicit a turjn of the
head.    So they dwell, like the old crofters of Sutherland,
in pockets in the hills and on the plateaux, unseen by
the world, living on milk and grain and occasional meat
and sugar in times of plenty, and on milk and little else
when the alternate perils of locusts, drought, and rinder-
pest threaten their grain and beasts.
The impact of modern civilisation has, of course, diluted
this detachment and individualism, and the centripetal
attraction of the cotton schemes of the Gash and Baraka
deltas have created new and close-packed Beja communities.
Mushroom villages have sprung up by canal sides and on
cotton blocks, and new tribal orientations have followed.
Here the tin shops of the pedlars, the incessant stream of
lorries, the everlasting chatter on money and prices have
opened up new horizons and quickened the brain of the
Fuzzy without, as yet, having sapped his moral fibre.
The future is on the knees of the gods, but measures
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